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$0. INTRODUCTION 
LET E = E+ @E- be a super vector bundle equipped with inner product, and let D be a 
connection on E compatible with the grading and inner product. Let 
x= 
where T:E’-+E- is a vector bundle map. In [l l] we introduced the superconnection 
character form 
(1) O(E, D,X)=tr,exp u(X’+[D,X]~+D*) 
which generalizes the well-known definition of the Chern character in de Rham co- 
homology. This construction was motivated by the problem of proving a local version of 
the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for families of Dirac operators. The formula (1) is used,in 
an infinite dimensional context in Bismut’s solution of this problem [3]. 
From the cohomological viewpoint the differential form (1) is not very interesting. Its 
cohomology class remains unchanged as X is contracted to zero by tX, so the class doesn’t 
depend on X. In the first part of this paper we remedy this defect by showing that (1) has a 
meaning when X is allowed to become infinite in a certain sense. We show that this formula 
can be written in terms of the (ungraded) subbundle of E given by the graph of T. Moreover 
the resulting expression makes sense for an arbitrary subbundle W. Thus superconnection 
character forms can be defined for any correspondence between E+ and E-. 
We also show that the corresponding cohomology class is the Chern character of the 
difference W-E-. This can be nontrivial even when the bundle E is trivial. 
We begin our presentation by describing the construction of [l l] in a new notation. It 
has the advantage of concentrating all the sign conventions of the super framework into 
the definition of the supertrace and the symbol 0 appearing in (1). Except for motivation the 
present paper is independent of [ll], and a completely different proof is given that the 
superconnection character forms are closed. Another advantage of the new notation is that 
it allows us to treat simultaneously the graded and ungraded cases corresponding to even 
and odd K-theory respectively. 
In the second section we discuss the Cayley transform which sends a skew-adjoint 
operator into the unitary operator g =(l +X)/(1 -X). In the graded case, there is an 
equivalence between subbundles W of E and unitary automorphisms g which are inverted 
under conjugation by E, where E is the involution defined by the grading. Under this 
equivalence the graph of T corresponds to the Cayley transform of X when X and T are 
related as above. 
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In the third section we show how to construct forms @,(E.D,y) defined for any unitary 
automorphism g (inverted by E in the graded case). which agree with (1) when g is the Cayley 
transform of X. We use the Laplace transform in the variable u to relate the exponential in 
(1) to the resolvent. We show that the resolvent makes sense for any g and that the inverse 
Laplace transform is well-defined for any u with Re(u)>O. 
In section 4 we look at the case where g = - 1 (or X = ice) on a subbundle of E. We prove 
a simple theorem which includes results of [l 1,943 and [2, $11 on the limiting values of (I) 
and illustrates well the power of the present approach. When combined with the theorem of 
Narasimhan-Ramanan on the universal nature of the Grassmannian connection this 
theorem shows that any form @(E, D,g) is induced from the universal superconnection 
character form over a sufficiently large Grassmannian or unitary group. 
This leads naturally to the problem of describing the universal forms 0, and relating 
them to the invariant differential forms on the Grassmannians and unitary groups which 
represent the Chern character of the canonical K-theory classes. 
In section 5 we study these invariant character forms 7” in detail. We show they are 
compatible with Bott periodicity maps. By describing the Bott maps in terms of the Cayley 
transform, we see they admit natural extensions from unitary to invertible operators. and 
we use this to give another interpretation of the transgressed Chern character forms of 
Connes-Moscovici [S]. We also construct a deformation 7: of 7” defined for Re(r)>O. 
Finally in section 6 we relate the universal superconnection character form QD, to the 
invariant form 7, by showing that the families @: for Re(u) > 0 and ;‘i for Re(t) > 0 are linked 
by the Laplace transform up to some simple factors. From this we determine the 
cohomology class of @(E, D, g) in general. 
In the rest of the paper we make a start on the problem of extending our results to 
infinite dimensions. In section 7 we define the unitary group Up and Grassmannian GrP of a 
Hilbert space H relative to the Schatten class Y”(H). We show these are Banach manifolds 
for which the de Rham theorem holds. The method is to use smooth functional calculus to 
construct smooth homotopy equivalences between these manifolds for an arbitrary p with 
the corresponding manifolds for p = 2, where they are Hilbert manifolds. We adapt a result 
of Palais [9] to show that GrP and Up are classifying spaces for even and odd K-theory. 
In section 8 we prove the analogue for Up and GrP of the theorem relating the 
superconnection and invariant character forms. We show that the superconnection forms 
Q,, are defined on these manifolds for all p < x. The invariant forms 3’” are only defined for 
pdn, however, there is a simple differentiation process which produces regularized forms 
$,, defined for p < II + 2q. The families 0’:: and ;,‘.,, are linked by the Laplace transform up to 
simple factors. 
In the appendix we have given a proof of the Narasimhan-Ramanan theorem for the 
convenience of the reader. 
Finally we would like to mention that the section on infinite dimensional Grass- 
mannians and unitary groups owes a great deal to conversations with Dan Freed and 
Graeme Segal and their work [7], [lo]. 
$1. SUPERCONNECTION CHARACTER FORMS 
In this section we review the construction of [l l] using a new notation which is very 
convenient for the sequel. 
Let E be a complex vector bundle over the manifold M. Let R(M), R(M, End E) be the 
algebras of complex-valued differential forms on M and differential forms with values in 
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(1.1) tr:R(M, EndE)+R(M) 
satisfying the supertrace identity 
(1.2) tr(a/?) =( - l)(dcgai(dega) tr(/?a) 
In order to handle the ‘super’ sign conventions of [l 1 J in 
adjoin an element 0 to R(M, EndE) satisfying the relations 
(1.3) C?= 1, 0% = (- l)degQ a0
for all aER(M, End E). The resulting algebra will be denoted 
(1.4) &=Q(M, EndE) [a] 
Its elements can be uniquely written in the form a+@, with 
an explicit manner, we now 
a,/? in R(M, End@. 
The space R(M, E) of forms with values in E is naturally a left module over R(M, End E). 
We extend this to a module structure over d by letting IJ act by a(~)=( - l)dego~. 
Now let D be a connection on E and let X be an endomorphism of this vector bundle. 
The operator D + Xo on 52(M, E) is then a superconnection in the sense of [ 111, as one may 
easily verify. Its curvature is the form (D+Xa)’ =X2 + [D, X]o+ D2, where D2 is the 
curvature of D, and [D, X] is the covariant derivative of the endomorphism X with respect 
to the connection. The curvature belongs to the subalgebra of d consisting of a+@ with a 
of even degree and /I of odd degree. As SS? is the space of sections of a bundle of finite 
dimensional algebras, the exponential of the curvature is defined, say by the usual power 
series. Thus we obtain a family 
(1.5) exp u(X’+[D, X]O+D’)E LY”(M, EndE)@Rodd(M, End& 
depending on the complex parameter U. 
We now distinguish between two cases according to whether the vector bundle is 
equipped with a Z,‘2-grading or not. The graded case corresponds to even K-theory and the 
ungraded case to odd K-theory. 
In the ungraded case we define a supertrace rr,:&‘+R(M) by 
(1.6) fr, (a + pa) = t@)S 
where Tr is a constant which we take to be (2i)“2 in order to simplify certain formulas later 
(see 56). 
In the graded case we suppose given a decomposition E = E+ BE-, and we let E denote 
the involution which is f 1 on E’. Then EndE is a bundle of superalgebras where End+ E 
(resp. End-E) consists of operators commuting (resp. anticommuting) with E. We assume 
that D commutes with E and that X anticommutes with E. Then the curvature and the 
exponential (1.5) belong to the subalgebra 
(1.7) .d’=R(M, End+E)@R(M, End-E)0 
of J@‘. On this subalgebra we define a supertrace tr,:d’+Q(M) by 
(1.8) fr, (a + pa) = tr(Ea) 
With tr, defined by either 1.6 or 1.8 as the case may be we now make the 
DEFINITION 1.9. The superconnection character form associated to E, D, X is the form in 
Q(M) given by 
WE, D, X) = tr,(exp u(X2 + [D, X]a + 0’)) 
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It is clear from 1.5 that this form is of even degree in the graded case and of odd degree in 
the ungraded case. 
One can easily show that this definition is equivalent to the one in [ 1 l] up to the choice 
of the parameters u, ~7. For example there is an isomorphism between .CY” and the algebra 
used there 
R(M)&,,-,,,R”(M, EndE) =P &” 
given by ~6 YHwY+ + wY_a. 
In [l l] it was proved that @=@(E, D, X) is closed. A different proof, longer but in a 
more general context, will be given in this paper. From the closedness follows in a standard 
way the fact that the cohomology class of @(E, D, X) stays fixed as D, X are deformed, and 
hence that this cohomology class is the same as for X = 0. Thus in the ungraded case @ is 
cohomologous to zero, and in the graded case it is cohomologous to the form 
uk(k!)- ’ tr(.sD2k) representing the class ( - 2rciu)k (ch,(E+) - ch,(E-)), where ch denotes the 
Chern character. This explains the terminology character form. 
From this discussion it is clear that the superconnection character form as it stands is 
relatively uninteresting from the cohomological viewpoint. To obtain something nontrivial 
in cohomology one must consider X which are unbounded in some sense, such as a family of 
differential operators as in Bismut [3]. We shall do something analogous in finite 
dimensions using the Cayley transform. 
$2. THE CAYLEY TRANSFORM 
Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space with hermitian inner product. let 
U( P’) be the group of unitary operators on V, and let u( P’) be its Lie algebra consisting of 
skew-adjoint operators. The Cayley transform is the map 
Its inverse is g+-+(g - l)/(g + 11 hence the Cayley transform is a diffeomorphism of u( V’) with 
the open dense subset of U(v) containing unitary operators such that det(g+ l)#O. 
By the Grassmannian Gr(V) we mean the manifold of all subspaces of V, that is, the 
disjoint union of the Grassmannians Gr,( v) of subspaces of dimension m. To a subspace W 
we can associate the orthogonal projection e onto Wand the involution F = 2e - 1 which is 
+ 1 on Wand - 1 on the orthogonal complement. In this way Gr( v) can be identified with 
the space of all projections on L’, where by projection we mean self-adjoint idempotent. 
Similarly Gr( v) can be viewed as the space of (self-adjoint) involutions. 
In this paper we will be mainly concerned with the Grassmannian Gr( I/) in the graded 
case: that is, where b’ is given an orthogonal decomposition V= V+ @ V, and E=(: Or) 
denotes the corresponding involution. Then to an arbitrary involution F we can associate 
the unitary y = FE, which is inverted by F in the sense that &ye = g- I. As (y&)2 = 1 iff r:gc = g - ‘, 
we see that in this way Gr( v) can be identified with the space of unitary operators inverted 
by E. 
Summarizing this discussion we have four descriptions W, e, F, g of a point of Gr( V’) and 
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be a skew-adjoint operator anticommuting with E. Then the Cayley transform g of X is 
inverted by E, so it determines a point of Gr( V). As 
we see that the involution gs is + 1 on the image of(i), and - 1 on the image of (-r”). Hence 
the subspace corresponding to g is the graph of T. Thus we obtain the 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The Cayley transform from skew-adjoint operators anticommuting 
with E to Gr(V) can be identijed with the graph embedding of Hom(V+, V-) in Gr(V). 
In the graded case the image of the Cayley transform is not dense in Gr( V), but rather it 
is dense in the component Gr,( V) where m = dim( V’). 
The spectrum or set of eigenvalues for a unitary operator is a useful concept. There is an 
analogous concept of spectrum for a point of Gr( V) relative to the grading E which we now 
discuss. If g is the corresponding unitary operator inverted by E, then E and g generate a 
dihedral group, and we can decompose V into irreducible representations under this group. 
The possible types of irreducible representations are first of all two-dimensional represent- 
ations parametrized by an x in (- 1, 1) such that the eigenvalues of g are the two points of 
the unit circle with real part x, and secondly four one-dimensional representations in which 
E = + 1 and g = 5 1. The types occurring in V constitute the spectrum. In the case of the 
graph of T this spectrum is essentially the same as the set of characteristic values of T. 
As an application of these ideas we have the 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f(z) be a complex valued function defined on the unit circle and let 
g be the unitary inuerted by E corresponding to the subspace W of V. Then 
tr(Ef(g))=,f(l) (dim W-dim V-)-f(-l)(dim IV1-dim V-) 
Proof It suffices to verify this formula when V is an irreducible representation of the 
dihedral group generated by g and E. Both sides are clearly zero for an irreducible two- 
dimensional representation, and the formula is easily checked for the four possible one- 
dimensional representations. 
Finally we observe that everything we have said so far for a single vector space V has an 
obvious generalization to a vector bundle E equipped with a hermitian inner product. We 
have the bundles U(E), u(E) of unitary and skew-adjoint operators in the fibres of E, the 
Grassmannian bundle Gr(E), and the embeddings u(E) 4 U(E) and Hom(E+, E-) 4 Gr(E) 
given by the Cayley transform. A section of Gr(E) can be described either as an ungraded 
subbundle W of E, or as a unitary automorphism g of E which is inverted by c, the relation 
between the two being that W is the + 1 eigenbundle for the involution gc. 
53. EXTENDING THE SUPERCONNECTION CHARACTER FORMS 
We now return to the situation in 31 where E is a vector bundle over M, which is either 
ungraded or given a grading defined by the involution E, and where D is a connection on E 
TOP 27:2-G 
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and X is an endomorphism of E such that in the graded case D commutes with E and X 
anticommutes with E. We suppose from now on that E is equipped with a hermitian inner 
product which is preserved by D and is such that X is skew-adjoint. In the graded case we 
also assume that E is self-adjoint, or equivalently that the decomposition E = E’ @Em is 
orthogonal. 
Taking the Cayley transform fibrewise, we obtain a unitary automorphism g =( 1 +X)/ 
(1 -X) of E, which is inverted by E in the graded case. We are now going to express the 
superconnection character form Q(E,D,X) in terms of g and show that the resulting 
expression makes sense for any unitary automorphism (inverted by E in the graded case). 
To this end we use the Laplace transform 
This relates the exponential 
X=(g- l)/(g+ 1) and using 
s tl e -i”e”Adu = (j.-A)-' 0 
e “-4=(274-l s e""(%-A)-'dj. 
1.5 to the resolvent (A-X2--D, X]a-D2)-‘. Substituting 
[D,X]=[D, l-2(g+l)-‘]=2(g+l)-‘[D,g] (g+l)-’ 
the resolvent becomes 
(3.1) R”(E,D,g)=(g+ l){E.(g+ l)2-(g- 1)2-2[D, g]a-(g+ 1)D2(g+ l)}-‘(g+ 1) 
We now study R = R”(E, D, g) for an arbitrary g. Putting 
a=i.(g+ l)2-(g- 1)2 
(3.2) b=2[D,g]a+(g+ 1)D2(g+ 1) 
we have the geometric series 
(3.3) 
dim (hf) 
R”= 1 (g+l)(a-‘@“a-‘(g+l) 
n=O 
provided a is invertible. The series stops at the dimension of the manifold because b is a sum 
of forms of positive degree. 
Putting aside the invertibility of a for the moment, we observe that the form R belongs to 
the algebra ,& of 1.4, in fact to the subalgebra of c1+ pa with TV even and p odd. Applying the 
supertrace 1.6 on r;u’ we obtain a form 
tr, R”(E, D, g) E .odd(A4) 
in the ungraded case. 
In the graded case g is assumed to be inverted by E. It is easily verified that R is 
unchanged by the substitution g+--+sgs = g- ‘, CT- - (T, hence R belongs to the subalgebra ,ti’ 
of 1.7. Applying the supertrace 1.8 on .d’ we obtain the form 
in the graded case. 
fr, R”(E, D, g) E W(M) 
We turn now to the question of when the endomorphism a of E is invertible. We use the 
conformal mapping i. = t2 between the complement of the closed negative real axis and the 
right half plane Re(t) > 0. Then we have 
(3.4) a=(t(g+ f)+(g- 1)) (&?+ I)-@-- 1)) 
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LEMMA 3.5. If t and z are complex numbers such that Re(t)>O and Jz/ = 1, then t(z+ 1) 
+(z- 1) is nonzero and 
In effect 
1 It+ll+lt-11 21tI+2 
~r+1~-~Ir-l~=~r+l~~-~I-l/~~4Re(t) 
As Jt+lj-Jt-11~0 the lemma follows. 
The lemma implies that for Re(t) > 0 the two factors of a are invertible because all their 
eigenvalues in any fibre of E are nonzero. Thus a is invertible for i.#( - co, 01, and from the 
series 3.3 we see that R is holomorphic in i. on this domain. 
We now propose to define a generalization of the exponential 1.5 and the forms 
(D(E, D, X) by means of the inverse Laplace transform 
I?“(& D, g)=(2xi)-’ 
s 
e’“R’(E, D, g)di. 
Y 
(3.6) W(E, D, g) = (2ni)- ’ 
s 
e”“tr,(R”(E, D, g))di. 
Y 
where to be specific, we take the contour y to be the parabola i, = (1 + i~)~ for y real, oriented 
counterclockwise. We suppose Re(u) > 0 so that e’” decays exponentially with respect to y. 
In order to show the integrals converge to smooth forms we shall prove that R has 
polynomial growth in the C” topology. 
In general a function o(y) with values in a locally convex topological vector space V is 
said to be of polynomial growth when the norm of v(y) is bounded by a polynomial in ) _y )for 
any norm defining the topology of V. This condition assures the existence of integrals 
Jf(y)u(y)dy when f decays sufficiently fast and V is complete. It is clear that when 
4: V x Ir+ v” is a continuous bilinear map, then &u(y), u’(y)) is of polynomial growth when 
u(y) and u’(y) are. 
Using this product property and the formulas 3.2, 3.3 we see that R is of polynomial 
growth on ;’ provided a -’ is. This in turn follows from the factorization 3.4 and the 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let a = t(g+ l)f(g- l), where g is a unitary automorphism of E. Then 
the element CI- ’ of T(M, EndE) equipped with the P-topology is of polynomial growth in an? 
region of theform Re(t)aC(l + Itl)-N with C>O. 
Proof: If T is an endomorphism of E, let I/ T(m) 1) be the operator norm of T acting on the 
fibre E, with respect to the inner product, and let 1) TIIK=supf Ij qm)II :mE K } for K a 
compact subset of M. The C”-topology on T(M, EndE) is defined by the norms 
II v,,. . V,,Tll, where the Xi are vector fields on M and V denotes covariant derivatives 
with respect to some connection on EndE. 
As the operator norm of a normal operator is the absolute value of its largest eigenvalue, 
the lemma implies 
llcr-‘(m)II<* 
ZRe(t) 
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for all m in M. Since 
v&a-l= -a-‘(t+l)(Vxg)Cc-l 
one sees by induction that V,,. . Vxka-l is a sum of non-commutative monomials, where 
each monomial contains at most k+ 1 factors of r-l, at most k factors of t, and various 
derivatives of g. Thus for any compact set K we have 
IIVX,. . 
and the proposition follows easily. 
Remark. It is clear from the proof that many other contours could be used’in 3.6. e.g. the 
U-shaped contour of points of unit distance from the negative real axis. 
THEOREM 1. The integrals 3.6 converge in the Cm-topology and dejine forms l?“(E, D, g) E 
&’ and @“(E, D, g) E Rodd(M) in the ungraded case, and forms in d’ and P”(M) respectively in 
the graded case. These forms extend those of $1 in the sense that when g is the Caylej 
transform of X we have 
P(E, D, g)= exp u(X2 + [D, X]o + 02) 
and O”(E, D, g) =@“(E, D, X). These forms depend smoothly on D, g. 
Proof The first assertion has already been proved. As for the second it isclear from the 
discussion leading to the formula 3.1 that when g is the Cayley transform of X, we have 
R =(i. - A)-’ where A =X2 + [O, X]a + D2. Thus to prove the second assertion we must 
show 




for Re(u)>O. By a geometric series similar to 3.3 we see that I-A is invertible provided 
2-X’ is invertible. Because X is skew-adjoint the spectrum of X2 at any point of M is a 
finite subset of (- co, 01, so by continuity we conclude that in a neighborhood of any point 
i-X2 is invertible outside some interval C-N, 01. Then Cauchy’s formula yields 3.9 for all 
complex u but with the contour y replaced by a closed contour enclosing this interval. When 
Re(u)>O, the closed contour can be deformed to y using the decay of e”“, yielding 3.9. 
In order to prove that the forms R, @ depend smoothly on D, g we use the following 
functorality argument. Let U(E) and u(E) denote the bundles of unitary operators and 
skew-adjoint operators respectively in the fibres of E. A unitary automorphism g of E is the 
same as a section of U(E). Similarly there is an affine space bundle associated to the vector 
bundle Tc @ u(E), whose sections are in one-one correspondence with the connections on 
E. Taking the fibre product of this bundle with U(E) we obtain a bundle IL: Q+M with the 
following universal property. On n*(E) is a tautological connection b and unitary automor- 
phism g such that any pair D, g is induced from 6, g by a unique section of Q. In the graded 
case there are some obvious modifications to be made in the description of Q, e.g. U(E) is to 
be replaced by the Grassmannian bundle Gr(E). 
Now the forms w, 0 are clearly natural with respect to pullback: 
(3.10) f*~(E,D,g)=liCf*E,f*D,f*g) 
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Hence the forms a(E, D, g) are all obtained by pulling back the single form R(n*E, b, 8) 
on Q. The smoothness in D, g then follows from the general fact thatf*w depends moothly 
onf: This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The form @(E, D, g) will be called the superconnection character form associated to 
E, D, g and its component of degree n will be denoted O,(E, D, g). We next determine Q,. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. If W is the ungraded subbundle of E corresponding to g, then 
@,,(E, D, g)=rank(W)-rank(E-). 
Proof. From 3.1, 3.3 and the definition 3.6 of a, we see that Oo(E, D, W) is the inverse 
Laplace transform of tr RA = tr{.s(g + l)a- *(g + 1)) = tr{ef(g)}, where 
(z + 1)2 
f(z)=(Z+ 1)2-(z- l)l 
Applying 2.2 gives tr{$(g(m))}=i.-‘(dim W,,,-dim E;) for each m in M, whence the 
proposition. 
Next we observe that in addition to the naturality property 3.10 the forms (D(E, D, g) 
have the following obvious properties 
Q(EOE’, DO D’,gOg’)=Q(E, D,g)+@(E’, D’,g’) 
(3.12) @(E, D, - I)=0 
PROPOSITION 3.13. The superconnection character forms are uniquely determined b? 
requiring that they are extensions of the forms @(E, D, X) of $1 which are natural with respect 
to pullback, compatible with direct sums, and such that they vanish for g= - 1. 
Proof We saw in the proof of Theorem 1 that in the ungraded case there is on the 
bundle p: U(E)-*M a canonical form @(p*E, p*D, 3) which determines by pullback the 
forms (D(E, D, g) for all unitary automorphisms of E. On the image of the Cayley transform 
map from u(E) to U(E) the canonical automorphism is the Cayley transform of a canonical 
skew-adjoint endomorphism. Because the Cayley transform map has dense image the 
proposition is then clear in the ungraded case. 
In the graded case the analogous argument establishes the uniqueness for the forms 
@(E, D, g) when g corresponds to a subbundle W of E having the same rank as E+. We can 
reduce to this case as follows. Let r=rank Wand m= rank E+. If r> m we add to E+ the 
trivial bundle of rank r-m, and if r <m we add the trivial bundle of rank m-r to both W 
and E-. Thus by adding to (E, D, g) a suitable triple of the form (r, d, - l), we reach a triple 
(E’, D’, g’) where the ranks of W and E’+ are equal, and where @(E, D, g) = @(E’, D’, g’). This 
completes the proof. 
Similar arguments allow one to deduce that the forms @(E, D, g) are closed from the 
corresponding result about @(E, D, X) proved in [l 1). An independent proof will be given 
in $6 by a method which also determines its cohomology class. 
$4. EMBEDDING AND EXTENDING BY g= - 1 
Roughly speaking Theorem 1 says that the superconnection character form @(E, D, X) 
is defined when the endomorphism X is allowed to have the eigenvalue ice. The following 
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theorem treats the case where X=icc on a subbundle of E. For future applications we 
formulate it as an embedding theorem. 
Let (E, D, g) and (E’, D’, g’) be triples as in $3 over the manifold M. 
THEOREM 2. Let i: E’+E be an isometric embedding (commuting with E in the graded case) 
such that D’ is the induced connection i*Di, and such that g is the extension of g’ by - 1 in the 
sense that gi=ig’ and g= - 1 on Ker(i*). Then R(E, D, g)=iR(E’, D’, g’)i* and Q(E, D, g)= 
@(E’, D’, g’). 
Proof: We identify E’ with its image in E, whence i becomes the inclusion and i* is the 
orthogonal projection onto E. Let E” =Ker(i*) be the orthogonal complement, and let 
j: E”-+E be the inclusion map. We will write operators on E in block form relative to the 
decomposition E = E’ @ E”. Thus 
g=(< _p) g+l=(g’o+I ;) 
[D,g]=[D,g+l]= i*[Dvgli ( i*[D, g + l]j j*[D, g+ l]i j*[D, g-t I]j > 
- (g’ + 1 )(i*Dj) 
0 
so by the definition of R we have 
R(E, D, g)=(g’g+ * ;)(; ;)-I(“‘;’ ;) 
a=i.(g’+ l)*-(g’- I)*-2[D’, g’]a-(g’+ l)(i*D*i)(g’+ 1) 
b=2(g’+ l)(i*Dj)o 
c= -2(j*Di)(g’+ 1)u 
d= -4 
Using the identity 
(; i;)-‘=( _;_+ ,)((a-bylc)-l 
we see that 
R(E, D, g)= 
(g’+ l)(a-bd-‘c)-‘(g’+ 1) 
0 
d’,)(; -“p’> 
To prove the theorem it suffices to identify the upper left matrix entry with R(E’,D’,g’), 
which means showing 
(g’+ l)(i*D*i)(g’+ l)+bd-‘c=(g’+ l)(D’)2(g’+ 1) 
But using the properties 1.3 of ~7 we have 
bd- ‘c= -(g’+ l)(i*Dj)(j*Di)(g’+ 1) 
i*Djj*Di=i*D(l -ii*)Di~i*D*i-((D')~ 
completing the proof. 
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As an application we have the following, special cases of which appear in [l 1, $43 and 
C2,§11. 
COROLLARY. With the notations E = E’ @ E”, D’ = i*Di used in the above proof, let 
X,=X’ @ t- ‘X”, where t is real and X’, X” are skew-adjoint endomorphisms of E’ and E” 
respectively. Assume that X” is invertible. Then as t-+0, Q(E, D, X,) converges in the C” 
topology to @(E’, D’, X’). 
Proof: The Cayley transform of X, is g1 = g’ 0 (t + X”)/(t - X”) where g’ is the Cayley 
transform of X’. As X” is invertible, g, converges in the C” topology to 9’0 (- 1). By 
Theorem 1, @(E, D, X,)=Q(E, D, gJ converges to @(E, D, g’ 0 (- l)), and this is 
@(E’, D’, g’) = O(E’, D’, X’) by Theorem 2. 
We now combine the above theorem with the following result of Narasimhan-Ramanan 
[S]. For the reader’s convenience a proof is presented in an appendix. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Any vector bundle E equipped with compatible inner product and 
connection D can be isometrically embedded in a trivial bundle Psuch that D is the connection 
induced from d. 
In the graded case, by applying this separately to E * we can assume that V is graded 
and that the embedding is compatible with E. 
Given (E, D, g) as in $3, we choose an embedding using 4.1, and then extend g by - 1 on 
the orthogonal complement to obtain an automorphism S of p. By Theorem 2 we have 
@(E, D, g) = @( p, d, S) 
On the other hand S may be viewed as a map from M to U( V) (resp. Gr( V) in the graded 
case). There is over U( v) or Gr( V) a canonical automorphism guni” of v such that 8, viewed 
as an automorphism, is induced from guni” by S, viewed as a map. By naturality 
Q( v, d, g)=g*@( pv d, guniv) 
Summarizing, we see that any superconnection character form is induced from a 
universal form on U(V) or Gr( V) for V sufficiently large. 
$5. INVARIANT CHARACTER FORMS ON UNITARY GROUPS AND GRASSMANNIANS 
This is mainly compendium of useful mostly concerning 
the character forms on U(V) Gr( V). part B construct a holomorphic 
deformation ;I; 7, on right half which will used in next to 
relate invariant and In part C show that 
By describing in terms of 
we see they to invertible operators. 
We use this give a of the transgressed of 
Connes-Moscovici [S]. 
Before a few general 
of U(V) 
of U(V) x CJ( V) given left of compact symmetric 
spaces. such they have the property that the invariant forms are as the 
harmonic is represented by a 
On Gr( V) and U(V) in even 
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Via the Chern character these determine canonical cohomology classes, which will be 
denoted ch, E Hzk(Gr( V)) and c/z, _ + E HZk- ’ (ZJ( V)), in order to treat the even and odd cases 
uniformly. These classes in turn are represented by unique invariant forms, which are the ;‘, 
except for the standard -2rci factors. 
Actually, we should have said ‘canonical up to sign’ instead of ‘canonical’ in the previous 
paragraph, e.g., there is a choice between the canonical subbundle and quotient bundles on 
the Grassmannian. One of the reasons we work with formulas is to present a consistent set 
of sign conventions and normalization factors. 
A. The form ;‘,,. In the following k denotes an integer ~0. Let (-274”’ denote the 
square root with positive real part, and let (- 2~4”~~ mean the n-th power of this square root 
for any integer n. 
Definition. yzk is the form on Gr( V) and y2k_ I is the form on U(V) given by 
j’2k=c2ktrF(dF)2k 
(5.1) j’2k-l =C2k-1tr(g-‘dg)Zk-’ 
C 2k= l/k!22k+1, ~~~-~=(-2rri)-f(-l)~-~(k-1)!/(2k-l)! 
Here F denotes the obvious function from Gr( V) to End V sending a subspace to its 
associated involution as in $2, and dF is its differential viewed as an End V-valued l-form. 
Similarly g is the obvious function on V(V) with values in End V. 
PROPOSITIOK 5.2. The .form yZk is closed and it is invariant under the action of U(V) on 
Gr(V). Similarly yZk _ 1 is closed and it is invariant under left and right translation in U(V). 
Proof: Differentiating F2 = 1 shows that dF anticommutes with F. This implies 
(5.3) tr(dF)“=O for n>O 
since for n even it is true for any matrix l-form by the symmetry property 1.2 of the trace, 
and for n odd, (dF)” anticommutes with F, so it has zero diagonal entries relative to a basis 
of eigenvectors for F. Thus djtr F(dF)2kJ = tr(dF)“+’ =O, showing ;q,, is closed. The 
invariance is clear because acting by a unitary conjugates F and dF by this unitary. 
The matrix l-form tI=g-ldg on V(v) satisfies do= -g2, hence d[tr(02k-‘)i 
= tr( - t32k) = 0 by what we have said. As 8 is left-invariant and transforms by conjugation 
under right translation. the invariance of y2k- 1 is also clear. 
Definition 5.4. ch, E H”‘( Gr( V)) and ch, _ + E H 2k-1(U(V)) are the cohomology classes 
represented by (-2~i)-“‘~;‘, for n=2k and n=2k- 1 respectively. 
The following proposition justifies this notation and shows that ch, is a rational 
cohomology class. Similar assertions for ch,_, will be proved when we discuss the Bott 
periodicity maps. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. C/I, is the k-th Chern character class of the canonical subbundle over the 
Grassmannian. 
Proof The canonical subbundle S is the image of the canonical projection valued 
function e=i(F+ 1) acting on the trivial bundle v over Gr( V). The connection d on v 
induces the connection D = e.d.e on S. (Strictly speaking e.d.e is the direct sum of the induced 
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connection and the zero operator on S’, but this distinction is not important.) The 
curvature of D is 
D’=e.d.e.d.e=e.d.(e- l).d.e=e.d.(e- l).(e.d+de) 
=e.d.(e- l)(de)=e((e- l).d+de)(de)=e(de)’ 
On the other hand applying d to e2 = e yields (de)e = (1 - e)(de) and (de)( 1 -e) = e(de), Hence 
(de)2e = e(de)2, and so (D2)k=e(de)2k. Now the class c/r,(S) is represented by 
(- 2ni)-ktr(D2k/k!), hence it suffices to prove tr e(de)2k = 2- 2k- ‘tr F (dF)‘“. But this is clear 
from e =%F + 1) and 5.3. 
We next derive formulas for the invariant character forms when pulled back by the 
Cayley transform. In the case of Gr( V) we suppose a grading E is given on V. We change 
variables: F =g~, so that in the graded case g now denotes the obvious function from Gr( V) 
to End V whose values are unitaries inverted by E. Pulling back by the Cayley transform 
takes g into (1 +X)/(1 -X), where X is the inclusion function from u(V) to End V (resp. 
from u(V)- in the graded case). With this notation we have the following formulas. 
(5.6) ‘r’2k_1=C2k-122k-1 tr( &dX)21-l 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Proot The first formula follows from 
g-‘dg=2(l+X)-‘dX(l-X)-l 
dnd invariance of the trace under conjugation. As (dF)2 = (dg)c(dg)c = (dg)(dg - ’ ) 
= -(dg)g-‘(dg)g-‘, we have 
trF(dF)2k=(-l)ktrgs(dg.g-1)2k=(-l)ktrg&g(g-1dg)2kg-1 
proving the second. Finally 
rreg(g-1dg)2k=22ktr(c(l +X)(1 -X)-‘((1 +X)-‘dX(1 -X)-1)2kj 
=22ktr{(l -X)a((l -X2)-1dX)2k(l -X)-‘1 
proving the third. 
B. The deformation yf Given t > 0 we take the operation of multiplying by t- ’ on skew- 
adjoint operators and transport it to unitary operators via the Cayley transform. We then 




This is true either if y denotes a typical element of U(V), in which case we would write 
$,(g)=g,, or, as we have been doing, if g denotes the obvious function on U(V) with 
values in End V, in which case we would write 4:(g)=g1. 
The maps 4, for t > 0 define an action of the multiplicative group of positive real 
numbers on U( V). As (g,)- ’ =(g- l)r, we also have an action on Gr( V). 
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Pulling back by 4, we obtain the following forms on U(V) or Gr( V). 
g,-‘dg,=4t[t(g+1)+(g-1)1-‘dg[t(g+1)-(g-1)]-’ 
(5.10) L=cZk(- l)krT{&g1(9;1dg,)2’) 
y& _ r = Clk _ 1 t?jg; l dg,)2k- l 
However, by 3.5 the formulas on the right make sense for Re(t)>O, hence these formulas 
define yi for t in the right half plane. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. (i) 7: is holomorphic for Re(t)>O and of polynomial growth in any 
region of the form Re(t) B C( 1 + 1 t I)-N with C positive. 
(ii) The,form ,‘:, IS cohomologous to 7”. Moreover we have v: - 1’” = dhh _ 1, where hh _ 1 is a 
form on U(V) or Gr(V) which is hoIomorphic and of polynomial growth as in (i). 
Proof: (i) follows from 3.5 and the fact that functions of polynomial growth are closed 
under product. As for (ii), for t>O ri=~#~~*(y,) is the pullback of a closed form, hence it is 
closed. It is also cohomologous to y., as 4, is homotopic to the identity. Then dyk on the 
right half plane is holomorphic and zero for real t, so it is identically zero. and we see 7: is 
always closed. 
To finish we appeal to Hodge theory which gives continuous operators h, p of degrees 
- 1 and zero on the de Rham complex such that pd =0 and dh+ hd = 1 -p. (Actually this 
consequence of Hodge theory, the fact that the de Rham complex is split, is fairly 
elementary, and it holds in such greater generality Cl].) 
Now because ;‘k is cohomologous to 7” for t real, we have p($, - y,)=O, hence this holds 
for all t by analyticity. Then $, - 7” = dh:_ 1, where hi- 1 = h(yi - 7.) is holomorphic and of 
polynomial growth by the continuity of h. This finishes the proof. 
Formulas for the pullback of 7: by the Cayley transform are obtained by substituting 
t- ‘X for X in 5.6 and 5.8. We write them in the following form for use in the next section. 
r(k)t-2kY:k=(-l)k(2k)-1 trE((t2-X2)-1dX)2k 
(5.12) l-(k-+)t-2k+1j,;k_l= (2i)*(-l)k-1(2k- l)-‘tr((t2-X2)-1dX)2k-’ 
Here (29’ =2&( -2zi)-* is the square root with positive real part. It is to be noted that 
the first formula gives information about rik only over the component of the Grassmannian 
containing E. 
C. Bott maps. For the rest of $5, Vwill be ungraded, and in the graded case we will work 
with V@ V and &=(A -7). 
The Bott maps are maps 
(5.13) c Gr( v) -+ u( 0 CU(V)+Gr(V@V) 
where C denotes suspension, which induce Bott periodicity in K-theory. If the suspension 
coordinate is taken to be 0~ [0, rr], then the first Bott map sends 0, F to the unitary emieF. 





where t = tan (Q/2). Thus if fl is the map 
(5.14) p:[O,oo]xGr(V)-+U(V) 
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such that /I(t. F) is the Cayley transform of - irF, then B collapses the ends r = 0, cc to 1, - 1 
in U(V), and the first Bott map can be identified with the map from the suspension induced 
by B. 
Let GL,,( V) denote the space of invertible skew-adjoint operators, and let p be the map 
(5.15) fi: [0, co] x GL,,( V) * U(V) 
such that &r, X)=(1 + rX)/(l -rX). Then p also collapses the ends, and it restricts to /I 
upon setting X = - iF. 
The second Bott map sends (0, g) in [0, n] x U( V) to the involution on V@ V given by 
(cosQ+(sinB)(i :-‘)=[cosB+(sin0)(: -:-‘)]E 
Let GL( V) be the group of invertible operators and let p be the map 
fi: [0, co] x GL( I’) + Gr( I’@ I’) 
(5.16) Bk g)=sc, x= O --9* ( > 9 0 
Then p collapses the ends r = 0, cc to E, -E, and its restriction to unitaries 
(5.17) 8: [0, co] x U( ?‘) -+ Gr( I’@ V) 
induces a map from the suspension which can be identified with the second Bott map 
in 5.13. 
We now use these maps to transgress the invariant character forms. This means we 
apply the operation p*fl*, where p* denotes integration with respect to r, i.e. integration 
over the fibre [0, KI]. 
PROPOSITION 5.18. We have 
Proof: Using the formula 5.8 for YZk in terms of the Cayley transform we have 
~*~2k=~Zk(-1)k22krr~((1-r2X2)-1(rdX+dr~X))2k 
Set a=(1 -r2X2)-1rdX and b=(l -r2X2)-1X. Then 
2k-1 
rr++drb)2k=rr(w2k)+ C rr(ddrba2k-1 -‘) 
i=O 
since (dr)2 = 0. As X anticommutes with E one has rr(sao) = - tr(mo) = rr(eoa) for w of odd 
degree. Thus each term in the sum equals (dr)rr(&a2k-1), and we have 
P I*,, 12k=c2k(- l)k22krr(ca2k)+(2kdr)rr(dm2k-1) 
Now p* picks out the second term and integrates it from 0 to co, so 
Changing r to r- ’ we obtain the first formula. The second formula is proved in a similar 
way. 
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Remark 5.19. The forms described in this proposition are closed. In effect the boundary 
terms which one might expect on applying d are zero, because Bcollapses the ends to points. 
5.20. These forms are the finite dimensional version of the transgressed Chern character 
forms of Connes-Moscovici [S]. They derive these forms by transgressing the super- 
connection character forms, but one can show using the results of the next section that their 
approach is not fundamentally different from ours. 
We now restrict the formulas in 5.18 to Gr( V) and U(V) to obtain the behavior of the ;‘, 
under transgression with respect to the Bott maps. 
PROPOSITION 5.21. For all n>O we have p*b*;1,+I=(-2ni)fy,. 







and after checking the constants one obtains the case n = 2k. The odd case is similar. 
Remark 5.22. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, one of its goals is to 
present a consistent set of sign conventions and normalization constants. The use of the 
factor (-2~i)-~ in the definition of y2k-l and the choice of sign in the Bott map 5.14 are 
necessary if one wants to have the simple uniform formula of the preceding proposition. and 
still keep the convention that C/I,(E) is represented by (i/2n)ktr(D2k/k!). 
D. The cohomology class ch,_+(E, g). Let g be an automorphism of the vector bundle E 
over M. We construct the twisted bundle E, over S1 x M by taking the quotient of R x E for 
the Z-action n.(x, y)=(x-n, g”y). Then wedefinech,_+(E, g)in HZk-‘(M) by taking ch,(E,) 
in H ‘lr(S1 x M) and integrating it over the fibre S’. 
PROPOSITION 5.23. Let S = guni” be the obvious automorphism of the trioial bundle 7 ore1 
U(V). Then yZk- 1 represents the class (- 2ni)k-+ h c k _+ (8, g), in other words, ch, _ i (v, g) is 
the class ch,_+ in H2”-‘(U(V)) defined in 5.4. 
Proof: We define the map I/I: S’ x V(V) + Gr( V@ V) so that it assigns to an element 61 
of u( V) a smooth loop starting at E, following the graph of tg for 0 < t < x to -I:, then 
returning to E via the graph of t.id. Specifically we choose a smooth function I)(S) on [O. l] 
which is 0 near s = 0, then rises monotonically to become 1 near x = ), then falls to become 0 
near s= 1. Set tj(s, g)=ImY(s, g), where Y: V-r k’@ V is 
Then Y provides an isomorphism of ?; with $*(S), S being the subbundle on the 
Grassmannian. By 5.5. (-2~i)~ch,( p;) is represented by tj*(~~~). By the definition of 
C/I, _ i ( p, 4) it suffices to show that integrating $*(yzk) over the fibre S1 gives ( - hi): ;‘2k _ , 
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Now tj*(ylk) is zero outside of (a. b) x U(V), where (a, b) is the open interval in [O,+] 
mapped to (0, co) by pf(l -p)-*. Thus integrating $*(“jzlr) over the fibre S’ is the same as 
integrating /?*“J~~ over the fibre (0, co). The latter gives (- 27ti )f~~~._ 1 by 5.21, finishing the 
proof. 
At the end of $4 we 
induced by a map from 
(6.1) 
56. COMPARISON OF CHARACTER FORMS 
saw that any superconnection character form @,,(E, D, g) can be 
the universal forms 
for Vsufficiently large. Here guniv is the automorphism of Paver U(V) given by the obvious 
function from U(V) to End V which we denoted g in the previous section. Similarly in the 
graded case g,,i, is the canonical automorphism inverted by E which corresponds to the 
subbundle S. 
From 3.11 we see that Q, is the function rank(S)-dim( V-)=ch,(S- P-) on the 
Grassmannian. The following theorem describes @‘. for n > 0 in terms of the deformation yf, 
of the invariant character form yn. 
THEOREM 3. For n >0 we have 
(6.2) a-rcD,=(27ri)-’ 
s 
cl”{ r($n)i-f”y$“> di. 
Y 
The form a’, is closed and it represents the class ( -22niu)“12ch,,,. 
Proof We first observe that as 7: has polynomial growth by 5.11 the integral defines a 
smooth form. Also by 5.11 we have 7: -Y,, = dhk _ I with hi _ 1 of polynomial growth, so using 
the fact that uk-’ corresponds to T(k)i.-k under the Laplace transform we deduce from 6.2 




Thus the second assertion of the theorem follows from the first and the definition of ch,. 
Next we claim it suffices to verify 6.2 after pulling back by the Cayley transform. Indeed 
this is clear in the ungraded case as the image of the Cayley transform is dense. In the graded 
case we fix a component of Gr( V), and then by enlarging either V+ or V- as in the proof of 
3.13, we reduce to checking the formula in the component of a larger Grassmannian where 
the image of the Cayley transform is dense. 
From the definition 3.6 of 0 and the fact that the Laplace transform intertwines the 
operators --ti and multiplication by U, we see that 6.2 follows from the formula 
(6.3) -a,{ r()n)j.-*nyf} = tr,(R,) 
where R, is the degree n term of the resolvent R of 3.1. In the present situation, where 
D=d and we are using the Cayley transform, R=(&X2-dXa)-‘, so tr,(R,)= 
tr,((a-‘dXa)“a-‘), wherea= 3. - X 2. According to the rules 1.3, 1.6, and 1.8 for B and tr, we 
have 
(6.4) tr,(R,) = 
(- l)ktr(s(a-1dX)2ka-1) n=2k 
(-l)k-1tr((a-1dX)2k-1a-1)~ n=2k- 1 
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In the graded case n = 2k, we have from 5.12 
-~,~~(k)i.-k~~~)=(-l)k(2k)-1(-il~)trc(a-1dX)Zk 
2k-1 
=( - 1)‘(2k)-’ c tr(e(a -l~~)i(a-la-l)~~(a-l~~)2k-l-i) 
i=O 
=(- l)ktr(e(a-‘dX)2ka-1) 
Here we have used that dX anticommutes with E, which cancels the sign incurred in moving 
it cyclically around the other 2k - 1 forms of degree 1. With 6.4 this proves 6.3 when n = 2k. 
Similarly in the ungraded case n=2k- 1 we have from 5.12 
_zl{r(ik- l)j--tk+l* xi /2k_1) =(2i)~(-l)k-1(2k-1)-‘(-d,)tr(a-1dX)Zk-1 
=(2i)t(-l)k-1tr((a-‘dX)2k-1u-1) 
This coincides with 6.4 by our convention that 5=(2i)f, so the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
We now apply this result to the superconnection character forms. 
THEOREM 4. In the graded case the form O&(E, D, g) is closed and it represents the class 
(- 2rriu)kchk(W - E - ) for all k 20, where W is the ungraded subbundle of E corresponding to 
g. In the ungraded case Q);k_ 1 (E, D,g) is closed and it represents the class (-22nit1)~-~ ch,_+ 
0% g) of$5D. 
Proqf: We consider the graded case first. The result is true for k =0 by 3.11. so we 
suppose k >O. Proceeding as in $4 we use the Narasimhan-Ramanan theorem to write 
E @ E’= k compatible with the gradings in such a way that D is induced from d. We then 
extend g to the automorphism S = g @ (- 1) of V and view g as a map from M to Gr( V). The 
pullback of the canonical subbundle S via this map is the subbundle corresponding to Y, 
and this is easily seen to be I?‘= W@ E’-. 
Now we saw in $4 that @2k(E, D, W)=J*Olk. By the above theorem (-Zniu)-‘@,,, 
represents ch, = chk(S) = ch,(S - P- ). Thus ( -2xiu)-kQ2k(E, D, g) represents the k-th Chern 
character class of 
y*(S- p-)= w- p- =(w+E’-)-(E- +E’-)= W-E- 
as claimed. 
In the ungraded case we see from the above theorem and 5.23 that (- 2niu)-$k_ 1. where 
j = k -i. represents the j-th Chern character class of ( r, guni”) on U( I”). So @)2k _ 1 (E, D, g) = 
y* @)2k _ l represents ( - 2xiu)j times 
chj(S*(VT g”“i,))=chj((E, g)O(E’, -l))=chj(E, 9) 
as claimed. Here we have used that the j-th character class is additive and that it vanishes on 
automorphisms homotopic to the identity. These are properties that follow easily from its 
definition, so the proof is complete. 
97. THE UNITARY GROUP AND GRASSMANNIAN RELATIVE TO A SCHATTEN CLASS 
Our aim in the rest of the paper is to extend Theorem 3 to the case of a Hilbert space H. 
In this section we lay the foundations. In part A we show that the unitary group U(H) and 
the Grassmannian Gr(H) are manifolds. In part B we discuss the corresponding manifolds 
UP(H) and GrP(H, E) relative to the Schatten class LFp(H). In C we use the smooth 
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functional calculus to show these manifolds for different pare smooth homotopy equivalent, 
and we deduce that de Rham’s theorem holds for them. In the last part we apply results of 
Palais to show these manifolds have the same homotopy type as the usual infinite unitary 
group and Grassmannian of K-theory. 
A. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, let _!S?= Y(H) be the algebra of bounded 
operators on H, and let _YS,, _YSk be the real subspaces of self-adjoint and skew-adjoint 
operators. These are Banach spaces in the operator norm jl A 11. 
Let CL be the group of invertible operators in 2’ and U the subgroup of unitary 
operators. We wish to show that CL and U are Banach manifolds in a natural way. This is 
clear for CL because it is an open subset of 2’. For U we use the following. 
LEMMA 7.1 Let M be a subset of a Banach space L which is a ‘smooth neighborhood 
retract’ in the sense that there is an open set W containing M and a smooth map f: W + W 
which is idempotent and whose image is M. Then M is a smooth submanifold of L. Furthermore 
at any point m of M the d@erential df,,, is an idempotent operator on T,L whose image is 
T,M. If one uses the linear structure on L to identify T,M with an a&e subspace of L 
passing through m, then the restriction off to this ajine subspace is a local difleomorphism of 
T,M with M near m. 
Proof: We fix a point of M which we can suppose to be 0 by translating in L. Then 
f (0) =0 and the differential off is an idempotent operator e on T,L. We identify T,,L with L 
in the usual way and define F: W-L by 
F(x)=ef(x)+(l-e)(x-f(x)) 
Then F(f(x))=ef(f(x))+(l-e)(f(x)-f(f(x)))=ef(x), and the differential of F at 0 is 
e2 + (1 - e)2 = 1. By the implicit function theorem F is a local diffeomorphism near 0, so F 
defines a chart near 0 which transforms f into e. This proves M is a submanifold and 
identifies T,M with Im(e). The last statement follows from the implicit function theorem 
since the differential off: T,M+M is the identity at 0. 
We now apply this lemma to the subset U of 2’ as follows. We recall that any g in CL 
has a polar decomposition 
g=g(g*g)-f.(g*g)f 
Here (g*g)’ is defined via the holomorphic functional calculus 
(7.2) (g*g)1=(27ci)-1 I.‘(i,-g*g)-‘di, 
i 
where the contour is a circle in the right half plane enclosing the spectrum of g*g which is a 
compact subset of the positive real axis. The operator g(g*g)-* is unitary and will be called 
the phase of g. 
Viewing CL as an open subset of Y, it is clear that (g*g)’ is a smooth function of g and t. 
Thus the phase map 
(7.3) g++g(g*g)-+ 
is a smooth idempotent map on CL with image U, so U is a submanifold of _Y by the 
Lemma. 
It is useful to work out the (inverse) charts described in the lemma at a point g of U. 
Writing a nearby point in CL in the form g’=g(l +X), we compute the differential of the 
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phase map by working to first order in X and find 
g’(gf*g’)-: = g(f++(X-X*))+O(IlX112) 
This shows that the affine subspace of Y tangent to U at g consists of g( 1 + X) with X skew- 
adjoint. The phase map restricted to this tangent space is 
(7.4) 
1+x 
g(* +X)hg(l -X2)+ 
At the identity this is the square root with real part >O of the Cayley transform of X. 
We next turn to the Grassmannian. Let CL,, be the set of invertible self-adjoint 
operators, and define the Grassmannian Gr to be the subset of involutions. These are 
Banach manifolds by the same arguments: CL,, is open in Y,, and Gr is the image of the 
phase map on CL,,. The affine subspace of dPsa tangent to Gr at the point F consists of 




B. Schatten classes. A nice summary of properties of the Schatten class 9’“(H) can be 
found in [4, Part I, Appendix 11. By definition Tp= Yp(H) for 1 6p< ocj consists of all 
compact operators A such that 
dcf 
llAllp- -(w(A*A)~‘~)~‘~< oc 
where the trace is the sum of the eigenvalues. For p= cc one defines Y” to be the space of 
all compact operators with )I All 3. = the operator norm [[AI/. The space 6pp is a Banach space 
with the norm I/ All,. For p = 2 it is the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators with the 
inner product tr(A*B). For p = 1 it is the space of trace class operators, and one has the trace 
map rr: Y’+@ which is continuous and linear, hence smooth. 
One has the following important inequality for the product of operators 
(7.6) I/~,~~llp~ll~~llp~ll~zlIp~ if ~-~<p;‘+p;~ 
where p, pl. p2e[l, a]. When some pi is infinity the same inequality holds when the 
corresponding operator is in 9’. A convenient way to express this is to introduce a new 
“number” 4 such that 4 > x and & ’ =O, and to put $P+ = Y, I/ A I/& = I/ A (I. Then 7.6 holds 
for p, pl, pz in [I. Y_]u{~:. 
Some consequences of 7.6 are that 6pp is an ideal in 6p, the norm jl A jj, decreases and the 
class 6pp increases as p increases. An obvious induction shows that the operator product 
map 
(7.7) yP1 x . . x lyPk+pP if p-l <xcp,:l 
where p, pig [l, K]u{~:., is continuous and multilinear, hence smooth as a map of Banach 
manifolds. 
We now come to the unitary group and Grassmannian relative to the Schatten class Yp. 
In the case of the Grassmannian we suppose given an involution c, i.e. a grading of H. Then 
we set 
(7.8) 
GLP = GLn( 1 + Up) 
Up= Un(1 +Yp) 
CL:,, = GLn(& + U,p) 
Grp = Grn(.z + Yio) 
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Thus GLP is the set of invertibles congruent to 1 modulo Yp and Up is the subset of 
unitaries, while GLfO is the set of invertible self-adjoint operators congruent to E mod YP 
and GrP is the subset of involutions. We note that the Grassmannian depends on E; we will 
write GrP = GrP(H, E) when we wish to emphasize this point. 
The cosets 1 + Yp and E + U,P, are obviously Banach manifolds and so are the open 
subsets GLP and CL:*. 
PROPOSITION 7.9. GLP and Up are submanifolds of1 + Yp, and the inclusion Up 4 GLP is a 
smooth homotopy equivalence. Similarly GL,P, and GrP are submanifolds of E + 5“psP, and the 
inclusion GrP 4 CL& is a smooth homotopy equivalence. 
LEMMA 7.10. Let W be the open set of (c, A) in @ x 6pp such that c+ A is invertible in 9. 
Then 
(c+A)_‘-c-‘=(c+A)_‘AC-’ 
is a smooth map from W to _.Yp. 
Proof As A is compact c #O on W. The maps (c, A)H(c + A)-’ and A are smooth from 
W to 2 and _Yp respectively. As the product 3 x Z?p+_Y’p is smooth, this proves the 
lemma. 
This lemma implies that Yp is stable under holomorphic functional calculus in Y. For 
example, it implies that if g is an element of GLP, then so is g-r and this is smooth, whence 




Using the lemma one sees that the integrand is a smooth function of i. and g E GLP with 
values in _Yp, provided i. is outside the spectrum of g*g and (- co, O]u{ 11. By completeness 
of _Yp the integral defines an element of Yp. It is clear then that (t, g)H(g*g)’ is a smooth 
map from C x GLP to GLP. 
Consequently the phase map is a smooth idempotent map on GLP, showing that Up is a 
submanifold. Moreover one has the smooth homotopy (t, g)Hg(g*g)-f/Z joining the identity 
map to the phase map which keeps Up fixed, so Up is a strong deformation retract of GLP. 
The corresponding assertions for GrP and CL& are true by the same argument, so 7.9 is 
proved. 
A detailed study of the Grassmannian GrP for p=2 can be found in [lo, Ch. 73. 
Although not required for the definition of Gr”(H, E) one usually assumes that both 
eigenspaces ofc are infinite-dimensional in order to avoid trivialities. It will be useful for our 
later work however to discuss briefly this trivial case. 
Suppose then that the + 1 eigenspace of E is finite-dimensional. The condition that an 
involution F satisfy F-E E 6pp is equivalent o requiring that the projection e =i( F + 1) be 
in _Yvp, or equivalently that e be of finite rank. Thus GrP(H, E) can be identified with the set of 
finite-dimensional subspaces of H. It is independent of p, at least as a set. 
But it is also independent of p as a manifold. To see this it will suffice by the implicit 
function theorem, or by the explicit charts 7.5, to prove that the tangent space Tg at any 
point F is independent of p. Now TF is the subspace of _Y’,q, consisting of operators A 
anticommuting with F, that is, of the form 
TOP 27:2-H 
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relative to the eigenspace decomposition H = H+ OH- associated to F. But when H + is 
finite dimensional T can be any linear map from H+ to H- and the norm jl A /lp 
=(2tr(T* T) pi2 ) lip for p < co is equivalent to the operator norm II T I/ c5 = II T 11. Thus the 
tangent space as a topological vector space is independent of p. 
Another way to state this observation is the following. 
PROPOSITION 7.11. The set 9 of finite rank projections is a subman~fold of _Y’L for 
PE [ 1, co] and it is also a submanifold of Y. The induced man$old structure on 9’ is 
independent of the Banach space 9’:= or 6p in which 9 is embedded. 
The assertion about Y in this proposition is equivalent to the case p = x since .Y;p,“a is a 
real closed subspace of Y. 
C. Smooth functional calculus. This refers to the following. 
PROPOSITION 7.12. Let f(z) be a smooth complex-valued function defined on the unit circle, 
and let f(g) be dejined for a unitary operator g via the spectral theorem. Then f(g) is a smooth 
map from U to Y. Moreover iff,(z) is a family of such functions depending smoothly on some 
parameters y, then f,(g) is smooth in both variables. 
Proof: Let f(z)=C a,z” be the Fourier series off; as f is smooth we have 1 /a, I /in Ik < cx) 
for all k 2 0. The case k = 0 implies the Fourier series converges uniformly to f, hence xa,g” 
converges uniformly to f(g) as maps from U to 9, which shows that f(g) is continuous in g. 
In order to handle derivatives of functions on U, we recall that to any skew-adjoint 
operator X is associated a left-invariant vector field on U whose Lie derivative on functions 
is 
(7.13) YxF(B)=$ _ F(ge’X) 
t-0 
Thus ,(ip,g=gX, 6px(g-‘)= -Xg-’ and so by induction we see that Y,, . . P’,r(g”) is a 
sum of In Ik monomials having degree 1 in each Xj and degree In I in g or g - ’ . Thus we have 
Il~x, . . . yX,&“) 11 < bil’ iIxl Ii . . . \I xk II 
This implies the uniform convergence of the series of k-th derivatives, whence f (g) is smooth. 
It is clear how to extend this argument to treat the case of parameters, so the proposition is 
proved. 
PROPOSITION 7.14. Let f(z) be a smooth complex-valued function on the unit circle and let 
pE Cl, xl. 
(i) If f(z) vanishes to order k at z = 1, then f(g) is a smooth map from UP to Yp’ for p’ 2 p/k. 
(ii) If f(z)=0 in a neighborhood of z= 1, then f(g) is a smooth map from Up to 2”. 
Proof (i) We have f (z)=fi(z)(z- l)k where ft is smooth, so f (g)=ft(g)(g- l)k where 
fi(g) is smooth from UP to Y and g- 1 is smooth from Up to d;pp. The assertion follows 
from the smoothness of the product 7.7. 
(ii) Let x E (- 1, 1) and let W, be the open set in UP consisting of g whose spectrum does 
not contain either of the two points on the unit circle with real part x. For g in W,, let P(g) 
be the spectral projection given by the contour integral of (2ni)-‘(L-g))‘, where the 
contour encloses the part of the spectrum of g with Re(z)<x. Then P(g) is a smooth map 
from W, to 9. Because the eigenvalues of g cluster to 1, P(g) is a projection of finite rank. 
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Hence by the uniqueness of the manifold structure on the space of finite rank projections (cf. 
7.1 l), P(g) is a smooth map from W, to 6p’. Now Up is covered by the open sets W, for _Y 
near enough to 1 such that f(z) = 0 for Re(z) 2 x. On such a W, we have f(g) = P(g)f(g), and 
so we conclude that f(g) is smooth from Up to Yp’, completing the proof. 
We shall now use the smooth functional calculus to show that the manifolds LIP for 
p E [ 1, cc J are all smooth homotopy equivalent. 
Let p(x) be a real smooth function with compact support such that p( -x)=p(x) and 
p(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of x = 0. Then x - rxp(x) is a deformation of the identity map of Iw 
to a map which is zero near x = 0. We transport this to the unit circle via z = (1 + ix)/( 1 - ix) 
and obtain a smooth map h(t,z): Iw x S’ +S’ with the following properties. 
(a) h(t, l)= 1 
(b) h(0, z) = z 
(c) h(l,z)=l for z near 1 
(d) h(t,z)-‘=h(t,z-‘) 
Using 7.14(i) and property (a) we see that h(t,g) is a smooth map from [w x Up to Up. It is a 
deformation of the identity map of Up to the map h(l,g), which by (c) and 7.14(u) is the 
composition of a smooth mapf: Up-vu’ followed by the inclusion (i): U’-+Up. Thus we 
conclude that f is a smooth homotopy inverse for (i). 
We next consider the Grassmannian GrP. The maps AHA& from E + _!?,q, to I+ Yp and 
gHi(gs +sg*) from 1 + Yp to E f aP,P are smooth, and they identify GrP with the subset of 
Up consisting of elements inverted by E, as well as showing this subset is a submanifold. By 
property (d) the deformation preserves this submanifold, so we obtain a smooth homotopy 
inverse to the inclusion of Gr’ in GrP. 
We next apply this to the de Rham cohomology of these manifolds, where the de Rham 
cohomology is defined in the usual way using the complex of smooth differential forms. It 
satisfies the homotopy axiom: II,* = h: for smooth deformations h,, and this is the way the 
Poincare lemma is proved. By sheaf theory, the Poincare lemma implies there is a canonical 
map H&-+H* from the de Rham cohomology to the cohomology with complex coef- 
ficients. Furthermore this map is an isomorphism when the manifold has smooth partitions 
of unity, which is the case for Hilbert manifolds [S]. Now the manifolds Up and GrP are 
Hilbert manifolds for p=2, since _5?’ is the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 7.15. The manifolds Up (respectively GrP)for p E [ 1, x] are smooth homo- 
topy equivalent, and the de Rham theorem H& 2: H* holds for them. 
D. We now apply results of Palais [9] to our situation. Let vr, u2. . be an ortho- 
normal basis of H such that st’,= f u, in the graded case, and let H, be the subspace 
spanned by t’r, . , L’,,. We .identify End(H,) with the subalgebra P,YP, of _Y in the 
obvious way, where P, is the orthogonal projection onto H,. 
For any PE [I, cc] we have inclusions 
GL(H,)c GLP g+Q-P,)+ 1 
GL,(H,)c GL,P Al--+(‘4 - P,E) + E 
and passing to the subsets of unitary elements we have also U(H,)c Up and Gr(H,)c GrP. 
PROPOSITION 7.16. Let w be a form on GLP, Up, GL,P,, or GrP which vanishes when 
restricted to GL(H,), U(H,), GL,,(H,), or Gr(H,) respectiuely,Jor all n. Then o.~ =O. 
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Proof: We use Palais’ tame approximation theorem which asserts that for any A in 9" 
one has P,AP,-tA in .Yp. As GLP is an open subset of 1-t 9’ a differential form on it is a 
smooth function w(g, X 1, . , X,) defined for g E GLP, Xi E _!Pp which is alternating and 
multilinear in the Xi. By tame approximation and continuity we see the proposition is true 
in the case of GLP. By using the phase retraction which is compatible with the inclusion 
GL(H,)c GLP and maps forms on Up injectively into forms on GLP, one sees the proposi- 
tion is true for Up. The other two cases are similar. 
Let GL(co) denote the union of the GL(H,) equipped with the inductive limit topology, 
and define V(m), GLs,(so), and Gr(w) similarly. The last two depend on the grading E like 
GL& and GrP. 
PROPOSITION 7.17. Each of tile inclusions GL(co) c GL*, U( ccj) c Up. GL,,( cc) c GL$, 
and Gr(m) c Gr* is a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof: Palais proves using tame approximation that for any open set W in Yp the 
inclusion of the union of the WnEnd(H,) with the inductive limit topology into W is a 
homotopy equivalence. This as he points out implies the proposition in the case of GL. and 
a similar argument handles the case of GL,,. The other two cases then follow, since a map 
which is a retract of a homotopy equivalence is a homotopy equivalence. 
Remarks. This proposition shows that for any p in [ 1, cc] the manifolds Up and GrP are 
classifying spaces for odd and even K-theory respectively. Hence there are canonical 
cohomology classes ch, _ + E H 2k-1(Up) and chkE H2”(Grp) representing the Chern character 
of the canonical K-classes. By the de Rham theorem 7.15 these character classes are 
represented by differential forms. In the next section we will show this explicitly for p < CC. 
Proposition 7.16 shows that a form o on Up or GrP is closed when its restriction over H, 
is closed for all n. From 7.17 together with the stability of the cohomology of U(H,) and 
Gr(H,) in n, we see that the cohomology of Up and GrP in a given degree is the same as the 
cohomology of U(H,) and Gr(H,) for n sufficiently large. Thus the cohomology class 
represented by a closed form w is determined by its restriction over H, for II sufficiently 
large. If the latter is zero, then the de Rham theorem implies that o is exact. 
$8. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL CHARACTER FORMS 
In 96 we established a connection between the superconnection and invariant character 
forms on the unitary group and Grassmannian of a finite dimensional vector space V. Our 
aim in this section is to extend this result to the situation where V is replaced by the 
separable Hilbert space H. Each of the differential forms refeired to is defined by a formula 
z = tr(Z) 
where Z is an operator valued differential form which makes perfectly good sense in infinite 
dimensions. The issue is whether Z is a form with trace class values, and in order to achieve 
this we restrict to the unitary group of Grassmannian relative to a Schatten class. Once the 
formula is shown to define a form, then as we saw at the end of the previous section, its 
cohomological properties can be established by restricting to finite dimensional subspaces 
of H. 
We begin by discussing the relevant operator valued forms. First we establish 
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LEMMA 8.1. Let xl = t(g+ l)f(g- 1). Then for Re(t) > 0 cc;’ is a smooth function on 
U = U(H) with values in Y which depends holomorphicallp in t. On any regiorl of the 
form Re(t) Z C(l +JtJ)-N with C > 0, the element r; ’ 0s C” (U, Sp) is sf polynomial 
growth with respect to the C” topology. 
ProoJ The proof is the same as in 3.7. To be specific we have from 3.5 the uniform 
bound Ilr,-’ 11 d (1 + Itl)/(2Re(t)) at each point of U. Using the left-invariant vector fields to 
do the derivatives as in 7.13 we have ._Yxc(; ’ = - a; ‘(t f l)gXc(, ’ hence by induction 
Fax, . _Yx,c(;l is a sum of monomials, where each monomial contains at most k+ 1 
factors cc; ‘, at most k factors t, one factor of each Xi, and some factors g. Thus we have 
IIYXl . . %,G’ 11 < c,(l +Itl)2kf1VWt))-k-1 I/x, 11 . lIxkli 
proving the lemma. 
We apply this lemma to the form R” given by 3.1 which gives rise to the superconnection 
character forms. We are concerned with trivial bundle over U with fibre H and the 
canonical automorphism of this trivial bundle given by the inclusion U + 9’ which we 
denote simply by g as in $95, 6. Its differential dg is a l-form on U with values in 6”. 
The degree n component of R” is from 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 
R; = (g+ l)(a-‘2dgo)“a-‘(g+ 1) 
(8.2) = (g+ l)(a-‘&)“a-‘(g+ 1). ;$!:;2k_lo ;I;;_, 
~=i.(g+l)~-(g-l)~ = [t(g+l)+(g-l)][t(g+l)-(g-l)] 
where i = t2. Using the lemma we see that Ri is a (smooth) n-form on U with values in Y or 
Ya which is holomorphic and of polynomial growth in t as in the lemma. To be more 
concrete about Rj, we note that its contraction with the left-invariant vector fields 
associated to skew-adjoint operators X,, . . . , X, is the operator valued function 
Ix* . ix, Rt=x sgn(n)(g+ l)a-‘gX,(,, . a-‘gX,,,,a-‘(g+ 1)Q 
where the sum is over permutations and Q is the factor at the right in the second formula for 
Rt. This is evidently smooth in g, X,, . . . , X, and holomorphic and of polynomial growth 
in t by 8.1. 
Consequently we can use the inverse Laplace transform 




to define an n-form on U with values in Y or dPa for Re(u) > 0. In this way we see that the 
operator valued form used in $3 makes sense in the infinite dimensional situation. 
Before we can discuss traces we need some additional formulas. As (-?,)a- ’ = 
a-l (g+ 1)2a-1, it is easy to see by induction on q that ( -C?A)4RL is a sum of monomials 
(8.4) (g+l)a_‘c,a-‘c, . . a-%,+,a-‘(g+ 1) 
where each ci is either (g+ 1)2 or 2dga, and there are q factors of the former type and n of the 
latter. Thus (- ?i)4Rt is also of polynomial growth, and so we may integrate by parts in 8.3 
to obtain 
(8.5) uq& = (27ci)-l I e*“( - d,)qRidi. Y 
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Next we introduce the family of n-forms y:., defined by the formula 
(8.6) r(3n+4)j.-t"-q~;;:~=(-~1)q{r(~n)j,-f";l;;'"j 
where y: is the deformation of 7. defined in 5.10. These forms are well-defined in the finite 
dimensional context of $6. From 5.1 l(ii) we deduce that 8.6 is cohomologous to 
(( -f?Jqr(+n)3.-+n) yn = (T(fn +q)i.-+n-4);‘n 
Hence ;$,, is cohomologous to *J,. From 6.3 we obtain 
(8.7) r($+q)i.-f”-qY$= tr,{(-Z,)q-lR~} 
hence we have the following extension of formula 6.2 of Theorem 3. 




In order that the form I?: have trace class values, it is necessary to restrict to the unitary 
group or Grassmannian relative to a Schatten class. We put 
GP = 
i 
- UP(H) ungraded case 
GrP(H, -E) graded case 
in the notation of 57B. Here - UP(H) is the space of unitaries g such that g + 1 E SOP. We use 
F H FE to identify GrP(H, -8) with the submanifold of - UP(H) consisting of g inverted by E. 
The reason for the sign is that the natural way in the theory of superconnection forms to 
embed U( V’) in U(V) when V’ c V is the extension by - 1 as in $4. Thus for a finite 
dimensional subspace I/ of H, U(V) sits inside U(H) as a set of unitaries having only finitely 
many eigenvalues different from - 1. 
With this notation we have the following extension of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. (i) The formula 5.10 defines a difSerentia1 ,form 7: on GP $or p d n 
which is holomorphic and of polynomial growth in t as in 8.1. It is closed and it represents 
( - 2ni)“” ch,:2. 
(ii) The.formula 8.7 defines a smooth form yb,, on GP for p < n + 2q having the same 
properties as $, described in (i). 
(iii) The form i?: on GP has trace class values for all p < cc, and the corresponding 
superconnection character form @. = tr,(R:) is closed and represents ( -2ziu)“‘2ch,,2. 
Moreover the ,formula 8.8 linking Q’, and r’,,, holds on GP for p d n + 2q. 
Proof: Since g+ 1 is a smooth function on -Up with values in _4pp, dg is a smooth 
l-form on - Up with values in 9’“. Using 8.1 one sees from the formula for g; ’ dg, in 5.10 
that it is a smooth l-form on - Up with values in Yp of polynomial growth in t. Using the 
product map 7.7 one deduces that (g, - ’ dg,)” is a smooth n-form of polynomial growth with 
values in Yp’ for p’ > p/n. So for n >, p it has values in the trace class Y’, and we conclude 
that ;(” ’ is a smooth n-form on GP of polynomial growth in t. 
We next consider the form (- c~~)~R: on - Up. Examining the monomials 8.4 making up 
this form, we see that there are 2q + 2 factors g + 1 and n factors dg which have values in Y”, 
and the rest have values in 9 and are of polynomial growth in t. It follows that (- c?~)~R~ is 
a smooth form on - UP of polynomial growth with values in 6p1 or Y”o- for n + 24 + 2 >, p. 
This shows that $,, is a smooth form of polynomial growth on GP for n + 2q 3 p. Combined 
with 8.5, it also shows that Ri has trace class values for p < n +2q+2, and since q is 
arbitrary, this means I?: has trace class values for all p < x. 
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Now that the various forms mentioned in the theorem have been shown to be well- 
defined and smooth on GP, we deduce from the finite dimensional case that they are closed 
using a density argument as at the end of 97. Similarly we know their cohomology classes. 
The identity 8.8 also follows from the finite dimensional case by density, so the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
Remark. The proof shows that the operator -Zz serves to regularize the form 
T&I) i.-+“y,, because it introduces extra factors of g + 1 which improve the Schatten class. 
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APPENDIX: THE NARASIMHAN-RAMANAN THEOREM 
We wish to prove the following from [S]. 
THEOREM. Let E he a vector bundle of rank r over a rnani$old M qfdimension n. Suppose that E is 
equipped with an inner product and that D is a connection preserciny this inner product. Then there exists 
un isometric embedding i:E + v mto a trivial bundle such that D is the induced connection i*Di. 
Moreover there is a bound for the dimension ofV in terms of r and n. 
It will be convenient to call D realizable if it is induced by an isometric embedding. 
The main step in the proof is the following patching construction. Let M be the union of finitely 
many open sets U, and let c pi = 1 be a partition of unity such that pk is real smooth and its support is 
contained in Li,, e.g. pt = 4UC$f)-f, where Ctik = 1 is a conventional partition of unity. Let i,: 
EJ U, + vk be an isometric embedding defined over II, for each k. Then i = c&p,: E + P where V 
= @ V, is an isometric embedding: 
i*i = Qlii,*i,p, = Cp: = 1 
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which induces the connection 
i*di = xpti:di,p, = CP:(i:di,)+Cp,i:[d,p,]i, 
The last term is [d, $cp:] = 0, so we see the induced connection is just the average with respect to the 
partition of unity of the induced connections izdi,. 
In particular a connection is realizable if it is realizable over each set in a finite open covering. Now 
there is a finite open covering such that E is trivial over each member. Indeed one knows E is induced 
from the subbundle by a map from A4 to Gr,(CN), where N depends only on n and r, so the pullback of 
a suitable open covering of this Grassmannian will do. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem when E is 
trivial. 
In this case the connection D can be written d + A, where A is an r by r skew-hermitian matrix of 
l-forms. Now because M can be immersed in R’” any real l-form on M is a sum of 2n terms of the 
formfdg withSand g real functions. Thus we see that A is a sum of 2nr2 termsof the form Tfdg where T 
is part of a basis for the skew-hermitian r by r matrices. But the patching construction in the case 
where all U, = M and the pk are constants shows that it is enough to prove the theorem when A 
= Tfdg. Upon diagonalizing Twe can suppose E is the trivial line bundle and A = fdg. Finally using,/ 
and g to map to the plane, we reduce to the case where E is the trivial line bundle over R’ with D = d 
+ ixdy. 
To treat this case we recall that a line bundle over a simply-connected manifold is determined up 
to isomorphism by its curvature. Moreover the canonical line bundle over PI(C) has nonvanishing 
curvature, so in suitable local coordinates it has the same curvature idxdy as D. It follows easily that 
there is a 6 > 0 such that over any disk of radius 6 in the plane we can induce D by an isometric 
embedding into the trivial bundle of rank 2. The same is true over any disjoint union of such disks. 
Finally we can cover the plane by finitely many open sets, each of which is a disjoint union of disks of 
radius 6 centered at points of a lattice. Then patching completes the proof. 
